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Promoting Asian American Representation
Through Copyright: Moral Rights in *The Last Airbender* and Fair Use in *Ms. Marvel*
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INTRODUCTION

The invisibility of Asian Americans in American culture is well
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Asian American invisibility pervades through many facets of society: from the erasure of Asian American contributions and events throughout U.S. history, to the absence of Asian American voices in political discourse, to the flattening of racial identity in America through the “Black-White binary.” And perhaps most evident in everyday life, Asian Americans struggle for representation in popular culture.

The issue of Asian American invisibility in television, film, and other media, however, is gaining visibility. Creators, especially Asian American creators, have recognized the lack of Asian American representation and brought the issue into mainstream consciousness. On social media, people responded to whitewashing—the act of casting white actors as nonwhite roles—of Asian characters with the project #StarringJohnCho, creating movie posters that depicted Korean American actor John Cho in popular roles responding to whitewashing brought the issue into mainstream consciousness. Social movements like this are bringing to the forefront two primary issues of Asian American representation: (1) the lack of Asian American characters in the first instance and (2) the whitewashing of Asian characters that do exist. Two doctrines in

1. See RONALD TAKAKI, STRANGERS FROM A DIFFERENT SHORE 6–8 (1989) (calling for the need to remedy the lack of knowledge of Asian Americans and Asian American history).
5. E.g., Eliana Dockterman, Master of None’s Alan Yang Makes Appeal for More Asian Americans on TV at Emmys, TIME (Sept. 18, 2016), http://time.com/4498750/emmys-2016-aziz-ansari-alan-yang/ [https://perma.cc/GGA5-YPEY]; Master of None: Indians on TV, Netflix (2015) (depicting two Indian American actors’ struggles to find roles); Saturday Night Live: Lin-Manuel Miranda/Twenty One Pilots (NBC television broadcast Oct. 8 2016) (acknowledging that Saturday Night Live’s Latina cast member was playing the role of Elaine Quijano, an Asian American reporter), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xYGjoUcusM.
Moral rights enable creators to protect their personal, as opposed to economic, rights in a work. Such rights include the ability to prevent others from distorting a work and to claim authorship in a work. In U.S. copyright law, the scope of works that enjoy moral rights protection is limited; moral rights do not extend to television, film, or literature. If the United States adopted a more expansive moral rights regime, creators would have a legal challenge to protect their works from whitewashing. Creators could assert moral rights claims that changing the racial identity of their characters violates the integrity of their works.

While moral rights expansion could combat whitewashing, it could also halt diversity by maintaining the status quo: creators might try to prevent others from recasting white characters as racial minorities. However, application of the fair use doctrine would likely circumvent this issue. In the United States, the fair use doctrine limits moral rights. Fair use permits certain uses of works that would otherwise be copyright infringement, recognizing that “excessively broad protection would stifle, rather than advance” copyright’s goal of promoting creativity. Thus, secondary creators would still have room under fair use to make choices that change a character’s racial identity. Such fair use claims would be more likely to succeed if the secondary work recognized and explored the racial identity of the character. These deeper explorations into racial identity are more likely to come from works that choose to increase, rather than decrease, diversity, as those choices tend to be more deliberately made.

Part I of this Article describes the lack of Asian American representation in popular culture, the reasons for this lack of representation, and the harms it causes. Part II describes moral rights in copyright law and the interaction of moral rights and fair use in the U.S. copyright system. It then considers a copyright framework that would allow creators to protect against the whitewashing of their works through moral rights. Though the expansion of moral rights is unlikely and potentially detrimental, fair use, as it currently exists, can be used to protect works which reimagine the racial identity of a character. Finally, Part III evaluates two recent popular culture

11. See infra Part II.B.3
12. As the focus of this Article is specifically about Asian American representation, this Article
case studies under this framework: (1) the movie adaptation of *Avatar: The Last Airbender*, which cast white actors in the roles of Asian characters, and (2) the 2014 comic book series *Ms. Marvel*, which reimagined a white superhero as a Pakistani American girl.

I. REPRESENTATION OF ASIAN AMERICANS IN POPULAR CULTURE

Asian Americans make up a growing percentage of the U.S. population. In fact, Asians are the fastest growing racial group in the country, growing 3.4 percent between July 2014 and July 2015.\(^\text{13}\) Between 2000 and 2010, the population of Asians in the United States grew 45.6 percent,\(^\text{14}\) which was nearly five times faster than the U.S. population as a whole.\(^\text{15}\) In 2016, there were twenty-one million Asians in the United States,\(^\text{16}\) accounting for 5.7 percent of the total population.\(^\text{17}\)

The percentage of Asian Americans is even greater in the United States’ largest cities. Asian Americans are concentrated on the West Coast and urban areas.\(^\text{18}\) Los Angeles County has the greatest number of individuals who identify as Asian,\(^\text{19}\) comprising 15.1 percent in 2015.\(^\text{20}\) Asian Americans also represent a disproportionate segment of San Francisco County (35.4 percent)\(^\text{21}\) and New York County (Manhattan Borough) (12.8 percent).\(^\text{22}\)

specifically considers how this copyright regime might affect Asian Americans. Much of the analysis, however, would apply equally to other underrepresented groups.


15. The U.S. population grew 9.7 percent between 2000 and 2010. *Id.*


17. QuickFacts: United States, CENSUS.GOV, <https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/PST045215/00#headnote-js-a> [https://perma.cc/FQP8-GZZ6] (last visited Nov. 20, 2016). This figure only includes those who identify as “Asian alone” and not those who identify as mixed race. In 2010, the percent of the total population who identified as Asian alone or part Asian was 5.7 percent, and as Asian population has grown since 2010, that percent is likely greater today. See *HOEFFEL, supra* note 14, at 4.


22. QuickFacts: New York County (Manhattan Borough), New York, CENSUS.GOV,
Despite the growing presence of Asian Americans in the country, representation of Asian Americans in the media has not followed suit. One study of popular films found that, in 2015, 3.9 percent of characters were Asian, with no change in percentage between 2007 and 2015.\textsuperscript{23} Even more troubling, none of the 2015 films that the study reviewed featured a single Asian actor as the lead or co-lead.\textsuperscript{24} Another study showed that Asians only made up 3 percent of characters in primetime and 1 percent of credits in media.\textsuperscript{25} A third study of popular movies from 2010 to 2014 found that Asians occupied only 2 percent of lead roles and 3 percent of supporting roles.\textsuperscript{26}

Representation of Asian Americans on television is slightly better than in movies. On scripted TV shows, actors of Asian descent portrayed 7.1 percent of main cast members.\textsuperscript{27} However, actors of Asian descent portrayed only 4.3 percent of lead characters.\textsuperscript{28} While these numbers more closely match the actual demographics of the United States as a whole, many TV show representations still lag far behind the demographics of the cities in which they are set. A disproportionate number of shows take place in California and New York: nearly 20 percent of reviewed TV shows were set in New York City and many more took place in California.\textsuperscript{29} However, despite Asian Americans making up an increased percentage of the population in these areas, Asian Americans do not see increased representation on TV shows.

The lack of Asian American representation in television and film stems from two issues. First, Asian American characters and actors are simply not being written and cast by those making decisions in the entertainment industry. Second, even when Asian American characters do exist, directors frequently cast non-Asian American actors in those roles.

\textsuperscript{24} Id.
\textsuperscript{26} Id. at 32–33.
\textsuperscript{27} Molly Fitzpatrick, The Number of Asian Actors on TV Is Up 1%, FUSION (Oct. 12, 2015), http://fusion.net/story/209278/asian-actors-on-network-tv-here-are-the-updated-numbers/ [https://perma.cc/RQP4-K5TR].
\textsuperscript{28} Id.
\textsuperscript{29} Molly Fitzpatrick, Of 800 Main Cast Members on 100 Network TV Shows, Just 52 (6%) Are of Asian Descent, FUSION (Apr. 23, 2015), http://fusion.net/story/119292/we-crunched-the-numbers-asians-are-severely-under-represented-on-tv/ [https://perma.cc/JL5R-6B4N].
A. The Absence of Asian American Characters and Narratives

There is a dearth of Asian American characters in popular culture. Many works ignore Asian Americans altogether. A majority of “film, television and streaming properties feature zero named or speaking Asian characters.” Hollywood decision makers rarely place Asian American-centric stories at the forefront of popular narratives. In the entire history of network television, only three sitcoms have starred Asian American families: All-American Girl, Fresh Off the Boat, and Dr. Ken. After All-American Girl’s cancellation in 1994, twenty years passed before another network sitcom starring an Asian American family aired. Moreover, broadening the search from finding an Asian American family to finding multiple Asian actors does not help: fewer than 11 percent of network TV shows in 2015 had more than one Asian actor in its main cast.

This absence of Asian American characters extends beyond Hollywood. On Broadway, Asian American actors only accounted for 2.3 percent of roles in Broadway plays in the five theater seasons prior to 2012. Similarly, in comic books, Asian American leads are scarce. Despite increasing gender and sexual orientation diversity in young adult fiction, protagonists in

---


32. Eric Deggans, ABC Tones down Author’s ‘Fresh Off the Boat’ for Sitcom Audience, NPR (Feb. 4, 2015), http://www.npr.org/2015/02/04/383724495/abc-tones-down-authors-fresh-off-the-boat-for-sitcom-audience [https://perma.cc/LLA7-4FL3]

33. Fitzpatrick, supra note 27.


young adult novels are still overwhelmingly white. And works of science fiction, even those that draw upon “Asian-inspired” worlds, mostly feature white characters.

In this respect, science fiction is not unique: even in stories in which the primary setting seems inherently Asian, white characters often feature more heavily in the narrative than Asian characters. In both The Great Wall, a movie set at the Great Wall of China, and The Last Samurai, a movie set during Japan’s Meiji Restoration, a white foreigner is the lead character. In the 2016 Bruce Lee biopic Birth of the Dragon, the point-of-view character is not Bruce Lee but a white character. Even the spec script for the live action Mulan, a Disney movie with entirely Asian characters, gave Mulan a white love interest. Thus, Asian characters are not just missing from stories generally but are being erased from stories that are inherently Asian.

The lack of Asian American characters in popular media may in part be traced back to the lack of Asian American creators in these industries. Few prominent Asian American directors exist in Hollywood. A study of 500 movies from 2010 to 2014 found that Asians accounted for only 1 percent of

38. See Koss & Teale, supra note 37, at 566 (finding no representation of Asian American characters in the young adult fiction reviewed).


43. Yohana Desta, Don’t Worry: Mulan Will Not Feature a White Male Lead, VANITY FAIR (Oct. 10, 2016), http://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2016/10/mulan-white-male-lead-disney [https://perma.cc/G2W3-FX7T]. After the spec script leaked and social media responded in anger, the studio confirmed that the actual movie would have an all Asian cast. Id.


directors, 0.5 percent of casting directors, and 1 percent of screenwriters.\textsuperscript{46} Many casting directors consider the “default” race of characters to be white,\textsuperscript{47} which reduces representation of Asian Americans in television and movies. Much of the Asian American representation that is present on TV shows can be attributed to the presence of Asian Americans in decision-making roles: Aziz Ansari is a creator, writer, director, and actor for \textit{Master of None} and Ken Jeong is an executive producer, writer, and actor for \textit{Dr. Ken}.\textsuperscript{49}

\textbf{B. The Whitewashing of Asian American Characters}

Even when Asian American characters do exist, casting directors frequently choose white actors to portray those characters. The phenomenon of white actors being cast as characters of color is called “whitewashing.”\textsuperscript{50} Whitewashing has become an unfortunately common practice in Hollywood today.\textsuperscript{51}

Even looking just at movies released since 2015, numerous examples of whitewashing exist. In \textit{Aloha}, Emma Stone, a white actor, portrays a character named Allison Ng, who explains in the movie that she is one-quarter Chinese and one-quarter Hawaiian.\textsuperscript{52} In the Marvel Studios blockbuster \textit{Doctor Strange}, another white actor, Tilda Swinton, plays The Ancient One, a comic book character portrayed as an old Tibetan man.\textsuperscript{53} In the Oscar-nominated \textit{The Martian}, Mackenzie Davis, a white actor, played Mindy Park, a Korean American character.\textsuperscript{54} Unfortunately, these examples

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{chong2018} Chong, supra note 25, at 34.
\bibitem{article} This Article uses “whitewashing” to refer to the specific act of Asian American characters being portrayed as white.
\bibitem{hess2015} See Hess, supra note 30.
\bibitem{derrickson2016} Scott Derrickson, the director of \textit{Doctor Strange}, defended his choice to have a white woman play The Ancient One to avoid portraying the offensive Asian stereotypes that the original character embodied. Jen Yamamoto, \textit{‘Doctor Strange’ Director Owns Up to Whitewashing Controversy}, \textit{THE DAILY BEAST} (Nov. 2, 2016), https://www.thedailybeast.com/doctor-strange-director-owns-up-to-whitewashing-controversy [https://perma.cc/K777-CAZT]. He later stated that he “didn’t really understand the level of pain” surrounding whitewashing of Asian characters. \textit{Id.}
\bibitem{park2016a} Still, \textit{Doctor Strange} has only one speaking part portrayed by an Asian actor despite taking place largely in Tibet and China. See Park, supra note 53.
\bibitem{mcnary2015} Dave McNary, \textit{‘The Martian’ Slammed over ‘White-Washing’ Asian-American Roles},
\end{thebibliography}
are merely illustrative, not exhaustive.\textsuperscript{55}

The prevalence of whitewashing has sparked backlash on social media. In May 2016, #StarringJohnCho, a social media project, gained traction online.\textsuperscript{56} The project aimed to bring attention to the lack of Asian American representation in Hollywood by modifying movie posters to feature the Korean American actor John Cho.\textsuperscript{57} A similar social media campaign, #StarringConstanceWu, shortly followed to highlight the lack of Asian American women in Hollywood as well.\textsuperscript{58} Even traditional media has recognized the problem with whitewashing: on John Oliver’s TV show, \textit{Last Week Tonight}, Oliver devoted a segment to Hollywood’s problem of whitewashing.\textsuperscript{59} Mainstream media outlets covered the segment in their online publications.\textsuperscript{60} And, most notably, one white actor pulled out of a role playing an Asian character after users on social media brought the issue of whitewashing to his attention.\textsuperscript{61}

Whitewashing of Asian American characters is not only outdated but also harmful. Asian Americans struggle in particular with being seen and heard in other spaces;\textsuperscript{62} removing them from television and movies only serves to further minimize Asian American perspectives. Moreover, many stereotypes of Asian Americans substantially relate to lacking a voice: the

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{VARIETY} \textit{Variety} (Oct. 8, 2015), \url{http://variety.com/2015/film/news/the-martian-white-washing-asian-american-ridley-scott-1201614155/}
\bibitem{Hess} Hess, supra note 30; \textit{Whitewashing, a Long History}, N.Y. \textit{Times}, \url{http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2016/04/22/opinion/whitewashing-a-long-history/s/chow-slide-HTTQ.html}
\bibitem{Rogers} Rogers, supra note 6.
\bibitem{洗衣} Id.
\bibitem{Chloe Tejada} Chloe Tejada, #StarringConstanceWu Highlights Hollywood’s Ongoing Problem with Diversity, \textit{Huffington Post CAN.} (May 18, 2016), \url{http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2016/05/18/starring-constance-wu_n_10023714.html}
\bibitem{Last Week Tonight} \textit{Last Week Tonight: Abortion Laws} (HBO television broadcast Feb. 21, 2016), \url{https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6g4iJO_xss}
\bibitem{Ametulli} Jenna Amatulli, \textit{Ed Skrein Turns Down ‘Hellboy’ Role to Prevent Whitewashing}, \textit{HUFFINGTON POST} (Aug. 29, 2017), \url{https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/ed-skrein-turns-down-hellboy-role-to-prevent-whitewashing_us_59a4f7a5e4b050fa90bf507}
\bibitem{See supra} See supra notes 1–4 and accompanying text.
\end{thebibliography}
perpetual foreigner who cannot speak English, and other general perceptions of Asian Americans as quiet and passive. Thus, these stereotypes are reinforced not only by active portrayals but also by a lack of portrayals. By removing a potential portrayal of an Asian American character, whitewashing robs Asian Americans of opportunities to combat these stereotypes. And, media portrayals may be especially critical in shaping the general population’s perception of Asian Americans. Because the Asian American population is heavily concentrated in a few geographic areas, many Americans live in areas where they have few interactions with Asian Americans in their daily lives. As such, media portrayals may serve as the only basis for some people’s perceptions of Asian Americans. Instead of providing people with rich, full depictions of Asian Americans, whitewashed media serves only to reinforce damaging stereotypes: that Asian Americans are merely voice-less background players.

Most directly, whitewashing harms Asian Americans working in the entertainment industry. Whitewashing Asian American characters takes roles away from Asian American actors, making it more difficult for Asian Americans to find work in the entertainment industry. This creates a perpetual cycle of underrepresentation: directors fail to cast Asian Americans because they are not “stars,” and Asian American actors do not become stars because directors fail to cast them. It also increases scrutiny on Asian Americans working in the entertainment industry. The cancellation of Margaret Cho’s sitcom All American Girl highlights this problem. In 1994, All American Girl was the first sitcom to feature an Asian American family. Jeff Yang, one of the only Asian American critics covering

---

63. See Frank H. Wu, Yellow: Race in America Beyond Black and White 79–130 (2002).
68. See Zhang, supra note 64, at 22.
69. Id.
70. See Hess, supra note 30; James & Ng, supra note 44.
71. See James & Ng, supra note 44.
72. Rep Sweats, or, ‘I Don’t Know If I Like This, but I Need It to Win,’ Code Switch, NPR (June 22, 2016), http://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2016/06/22/482525049/on-the-podcast-rep-sweats-or-i-dont-know-if-i-like-this-but-i-need-it-to-win [https://perma.cc/CGS7-FV7Z].
television at the time, reviewed All American Girl.\textsuperscript{73} He panned the show.\textsuperscript{74} The show was canceled, and Cho has cited Yang’s poor review as a primary reason: if even the Asian American critic did not like the show, then who would?\textsuperscript{75} With greater Asian American representation and participation in the media industry, perhaps less pressure would have been on both Cho and Yang to speak for all Asian Americans.

Though issues surrounding Asian American representation have begun to enter mainstream discourse, the problems persist.\textsuperscript{76} Copyright law, then, may provide a means for creators to produce works that provide thoughtful representations of Asian Americans.

II. THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF MORAL RIGHTS AND FAIR USE

Moral rights protect creators’ moral interests in their works, and creators have used moral rights to prevent others from making unwanted alterations to their art. In the United States, however, moral rights protection only extends to works of “visual art.” If Congress expanded moral rights to cover works of popular culture, creators would be able to prevent whitewashing through copyright law. However, expanding moral rights is unlikely, as economic, not moral, concerns drive U.S. copyright policy. Even if moral rights are unlikely to be widely available to creators, copyright law, through the fair use doctrine, still may be helpful to creators concerned with representation. Fair use recognizes that some derivative works are socially desirable and permits those works that would otherwise constitute copyright infringement. As it currently exists, U.S. copyright law’s robust fair use doctrine can promote diversity: works that reinterpret white characters as Asian American can be transformative works protected by fair use.

A. Preventing Whitewashing with Moral Rights

The U.S. copyright regime is a system rooted in economic principles calibrated to incentivize the production of creative works.\textsuperscript{77} On the other
hand, continental European copyright tradition places the artist’s personal rights at its center.78 Droit moral, or moral rights, originated in French law and protects authors’ moral—not economic—interests in their works.79

The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Property (Berne Convention) is an international copyright treaty administered by the World Intellectual Property Association.80 In 1928, the Berne Convention was amended to include a moral rights provision.81 Article 6bis codified moral rights:

Indepenently of the author’s economic rights, and even after the transfer of said rights, the author shall have the right to claim authorship of the work and to object to any distortion, mutilation or other modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to, the said work, which would be prejudicial to his honor or reputation.82

Article 6bis includes two separate rights for authors: (1) the right of attribution, and (2) the right of integrity. The right of attribution gives authors the right to claim authorship for works they created, as well as to prevent their names from being associated with any works they did not create.83 The right of integrity, the more pertinent aspect of moral rights, prevents others from “deforming, destroying, or otherwise altering the artist’s work.”84 As the name suggests, the right of integrity protects the reputation of the author and respect for the author’s works.85

Importantly, moral rights exist irrespective of copyright.86 That is, even if creators have given up or transferred their copyright in a work, they still retain the ability to assert moral rights.87 In some cases, a creator can explicitly contract those moral rights away, but that must be done separately from copyright.88 By the same logic, only the creator of a work, and not the...

7 (4th ed. 2015).
78. COHEN, supra note 77, at 11.
80. Id. at 42 n.44.
81. Id. at 42.
83. Ciolino, supra note 79, at 40.
84. Id. at 40–41.
85. Id.
88. See Rigamonti, supra note 86, at 372–79 (describing intersection of contractual ability to waive various moral rights in different European jurisdictions).
physical owner of a work or the copyright holder, can assert moral rights. Thus, moral rights can be a powerful legal tool for creators.

I. Moral Rights in the United States: The Visual Artists Rights Act

In 1988, the United States signed the Berne Convention, which required it to recognize moral rights. Prior to signing the Berne Convention, U.S. copyright law had little, if any, recognition of moral rights. The United States first recognized moral rights by federal statute in 1990 with the passage of the Visual Artists Rights Act (VARA). Even still, VARA provides relatively narrow protection of moral rights.

Codified as § 106A of the Copyright Act, VARA recognizes both a right of attribution and a right of integrity. Consistent with other jurisdictions, VARA’s right of attribution gives authors the right to claim authorship of works and prevent their names from attaching to works they did not create. The VARA-granted right of integrity is twofold: (1) the right to “prevent any destruction to a work of recognized stature” and (2) the right to “prevent any intentional distortion, mutilation, or other modification” of a work that would be prejudicial to the author’s honor.

Though the rights afforded by VARA seem to be in line with European moral rights, VARA contains two major restrictions. The first and most significant restriction is that VARA only extends to “work[s] of visual art,” which are narrowly defined as paintings, drawings, prints, sculptures, and still photographs produced for exhibition. Further, these works must exist as single copies or limited editions of 200 or less. The second restriction largely restates the first: a “reproduction, depiction, portrayal, or other use” of a “motion picture or other audio visual work” or “book” is not a distortion or mutilation under VARA.

Under VARA, only the creator of a work can assert a claim based on

89. Id. at 359.
91. See Ciolino, supra note 79, at 43–45 (noting courts’ resistance to moral rights and the use of legal doctrines other than copyright to enforce rights akin to moral rights).
92. Id. at 45–46.
93. 17 U.S.C. § 106A.
94. Id. § 106A(a)(1)(A).
95. Id. § 106A(a)(1)(B).
96. Id. § 106A(a)(3)(B).
97. Id. § 106A(a)(3)(A).
98. Id. § 106A(a).
99. Id. § 101.
100. Id.
101. Id. §§ 101(A)(i), 106A(c)(3).
moral rights.\textsuperscript{102} As such, moral rights expire with the death of the creator.\textsuperscript{103} The rights conferred by VARA are not transferrable, though they can be extinguished by contract.\textsuperscript{104} Finally, moral rights are not absolute; instead, they are subject to exclusions and exceptions.\textsuperscript{105} Most notably, a use or modification that would otherwise be a violation of an author’s moral rights is authorized if it is a fair use.\textsuperscript{106}

2. An Expansive Moral Rights Framework

The limited moral rights protections embodied in VARA are products of U.S. copyright law’s emphasis on economic rights.\textsuperscript{107} Other countries, such as France, have moral rights doctrines that apply to all types of works. Additionally, in countries where moral rights play a more central role, a greater variety of alterations can constitute a violation of the artist’s right of integrity.\textsuperscript{108}

French law has codified the most extensive protections of moral rights in its intellectual property code.\textsuperscript{109} Unlike VARA, which protects only works of “visual art,” the French moral rights statute extends to “works of the mind,” including literary works, lectures and speeches, dramatic works, choreographic works, movies and television, visual works, and even software and fashion.\textsuperscript{110} And courts have in fact enforced moral rights protections for many different types of works.\textsuperscript{111}

Moreover, French courts have recognized a large variety of alterations as violating an artist’s right of integrity. For example, musicians might object to the use of their music in another creative work, the digital sampling of their music in another song, or the manipulation of their music by consumers.\textsuperscript{112} Whereas U.S. courts would likely not sustain a VARA challenge if the protected work was merely recast in a derivative work,\textsuperscript{113} French courts have held that the creation of derivative works may in fact be

\textsuperscript{102} Id. § 106A(b).
\textsuperscript{103} Id. § 106A(d)(1).
\textsuperscript{104} Id. § 106A(e)(1).
\textsuperscript{105} See id. § 106A(a), (c).
\textsuperscript{106} Id. § 107.
\textsuperscript{108} See Rigamonti, supra note 86, at 359–67.
\textsuperscript{109} Bird & Ponte, supra note 107, at 227.
\textsuperscript{110} Code de la Propriété Intellectuell (Code of Intellectual Property), ch. 1, art. L112-2 (Fr.); Bird & Ponte, supra note 107, at 227–28, 228 n.100.
\textsuperscript{111} See, e.g., Bird & Ponte, supra note 107, at 231–34.
\textsuperscript{112} Id. at 230.
\textsuperscript{113} See 17 U.S.C. § 106A(c)(3).
a violation of the original creator’s moral rights. Thus, the French moral rights scheme may provide a basis for challenges based on whitewashing in a movie or TV adaptation of a book.

One case study that illustrates the differences between French and U.S. moral rights is the fight over the colorization of a black and white film, *The Asphalt Jungle*. Turner Entertainment, a U.S. media company, and La Cinq, a French TV station, gained the rights to colorize *The Asphalt Jungle*, directed by John Huston. John Huston had lambasted the colorizing of classic films, comparing it to “pouring forty tablespoons of sugar water over a roast.” Huston’s heirs filed an action in France to block the broadcast of the colorized version. Because VARA does not extend to audiovisual works and only a creator can bring moral rights actions, Huston’s heirs had no recourse in U.S. courts. The French Supreme Court, however, found that the colorization of the film, which was not in line with Huston’s “artistic vision,” violated Huston’s moral right of integrity.

Though U.S. courts have never formally recognized moral rights to this extent, they have entertained analogous moral rights-type reasoning in sustaining other actions. In *Gilliam v. ABC*, decided before the United States signed the Berne Convention, the Second Circuit held that airing an edited version of a TV show constituted copyright infringement. The plaintiffs were the creators of the Monty Python comedy series. The BBC had a license to broadcast the series, and ABC had contracted with BBC to broadcast the series in the United States. ABC aired heavily truncated versions of Monty Python, with twenty-four of the ninety minutes omitted. The district court found that the truncation “impaired the integrity” of the original work by causing it to “lose its iconoclastic verve.” The court also found that because ABC did not have a license to broadcast an edited version of the work, ABC’s broadcast infringed Monty Python’s copyright.

---

114. See, e.g., Bird & Ponte, supra note 107, at 230 (“Musicians and composers may likewise try to stop the downloading of their music from online media services because of concerns about violations of their moral rights, including later manipulation of their work by end-users.”).
115. Id. at 232.
116. Id. at 232 n.129.
117. Id. at 232–33.
118. Id. at 233.
119. See id.
120. 538 F.2d 14 (2d Cir. 1976).
121. Id. at 17.
122. Id.
123. Id. at 18.
124. Id.
125. The license only allowed edits “for insertion of commercials, applicable censorship or governmental... rules and regulations, and National Association of Broadcasters and time segment requirements.” Id. at 18.
126. Id. at 21 (“We find, therefore, that unauthorized editing of the underlying work, if proven,
Then, while noting that U.S. copyright law did not recognize moral rights, the court considered the reputational harm suffered by the mutilation of the group’s “rare brand of humor” in deciding to issue a preliminary injunction.\(^{127}\) Thus, in its consideration of the potential harm suffered, the court made a moral rights-type argument: the edited version “impaired the integrity” of the work, and that distortion harmed the creators’ artistic reputations on which they were “financially dependent.”\(^{128}\)

As such, expanding moral rights in the United States to apply to “works of the mind” and non-physical alterations of those works would not be completely unprecedented. Among other things, this expansion would allow creators to make moral rights-based challenges to prevent adaptations of their works from whitewashing. Of course, such an expansion would have significant consequences for U.S. copyright law.\(^{129}\)

First, as moral rights are independent of other copyright rights, creators of all works would have significantly more control over their works.\(^{130}\) This might create extremely high transaction costs for those trying to make downstream uses of a work, as they would have to negotiate with both the copyright holder and the original creator.\(^{131}\) These transaction costs may be prohibitive; instead of negotiating, secondary creators simply may not produce works.

Second, strengthening moral rights in this way may stunt the creation of socially progressive works.\(^{132}\) Parodic works, in particular, rely upon distorting mainstream works, often in a provocative way, to criticize the
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status quo. As these deviations from the original tend to be more shocking and less socially acceptable, they may be more vulnerable to moral rights claims. Fair use, however, can address these concerns. Fair use aims to promote culturally productive works, recognizing the need for works of art to build on previous ones. Thus, if the fair use doctrine serves as intended, works that are productive and add to the cultural exchange will still survive moral rights challenges. Many culturally productive works may amount to criticism, which, as an enumerated purpose in the fair use doctrine, is especially likely to be considered fair use. And courts would likely find suits brought to prevent legitimate criticism to be exceptional cases, subjecting the plaintiff to paying attorneys’ fees. This safeguard would help deter frivolous moral rights suits.

Finally, an expansive moral rights doctrine is simply at odds with the current conception of U.S. copyright law. Copyright doctrine currently focuses on creating a bundle of economic rights which will promote the creation of artistic works. However, moral rights, which cannot be transacted for like all other copyright rights, are about protecting an artist’s personal rights. Thus, extending moral rights would run counter to the direction of hundreds of years of American copyright policy.

For this reason, realistically, Congress and courts are unlikely to create a more robust moral rights doctrine. Legislation specifically directed to films and television is even less likely to pass. The United States used to have limited preservation rights for classic films. But due to the influence of the media and entertainment industries, VARA eliminated those rights.
3. Moral Rights as a Framework for Whitewashing

Even though expansive moral rights reform is unlikely, at least considering what a moral rights challenge to whitewashing would look like can shed light on how the U.S. legal system could promote diversity. This section will imagine such a claim, assuming that the right of integrity extended to all “works of the mind.”

Though there are other contexts in which whitewashing of Asian characters occurs, the most common scenario occurs when a movie adaptation of a story in another medium is created. In these big studio adaptations, copyright infringement itself will not be an issue because the studio will have a license to make the adaptation. That said, if creators do not waive their moral rights, they could still seek to enjoin the production of a movie if it violated their rights of integrity.

As an initial matter, large movie studios would almost certainly require creators contractually to waive their moral rights. Though creators may get consultation rights, producers customarily have “complete discretion in the alteration of the [work]’s story in adapting the story for the screen.” Moreover, in countries that do recognize moral rights, creators are usually required to waive all their moral rights. Thus, lesser known creators may lack the bargaining power relative to large movie studios to retain their moral rights.

Those authors with bargaining power, either due to elevated stature or contracting with a smaller film production company, who retain moral rights can assert a right of integrity violation. Creators claiming that whitewashing an Asian character violated their moral rights would have to show two main elements: (1) that the original work was distorted, mutilated, or otherwise modified, and (2) that the change was prejudicial to the creator’s honor.
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Showing a modification does not present an issue. Changing a character’s race is a clear modification to the original work.

Showing that a change was prejudicial to the creator’s honor or reputation would be slightly more difficult but ultimately would not likely pose a problem. Creators could argue that the very act of changing the identity of the character changes the overall nature of the work in a way that diverges from the creator’s “artistic vision.” Moreover, this claim can be bolstered by the racial dimension. Race has a charged history in America, and decisions to change a character’s race have been met with controversy. So, though courts have trended towards embracing a “colorblind” approach to race, a creator can point to the mere existence of controversy as evidence of potential reputational prejudice. Finally, specifically changing an Asian American character to a white character can provide further support that the creator will suffer actual reputational harm. As seen in mainstream and social media, whitewashing can create public backlash, allowing creators to credibly argue that the threat of being labeled racist will mar their reputation and honor.

While this moral rights regime could be used to prevent whitewashing, there is also a risk that creators would bring moral rights claims when the racial change goes the other way: when white characters are recast or reimaged as characters of color. Indeed, these creators could point to similar public backlash when white characters are rewritten as characters of color. Thus, concerns over this type of moral rights assertion necessitate
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additional limitations.

B. Promoting Diversity with Fair Use

The primary safeguard to protect against moral rights claims from unduly stifling artistic creation would be the fair use doctrine. Fair use exists to prevent “excessively broad protection” that would “strangle the creative process.” Courts and scholars have noted that fair use is a central feature of copyright’s purpose to “[p]romote the progress of... useful Arts.” Thus, even though moral rights are generally separate from copyright, they are still subject to the fair use doctrine.

The fair use statute enumerates favored uses in its preamble: “criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research.” While this list is not exhaustive of the potential fair uses, arguments that show a work serves one of these purposes are particularly effective. Courts weigh four factors against each other to determine fair use: (1) the purpose and character of the use; (2) the nature of the copyrighted work; (3) the amount and substantiality of the copyrighted work taken; and (4) the effect of the use on the market of the copyrighted work.

Courts weigh these factors “in light of the purposes of copyright”, in practice, courts place greatest emphasis on the first and fourth factors: the purpose and character of the use and the use’s effect on the market. In the context of a moral rights challenge where the creator of the secondary work will likely have a license with the original author, the effect on the market factor may be less important. Thus, the most important factor in the fair use inquiry will be the first factor.
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The current framework for first factor analysis is rooted in the Supreme Court’s decision in *Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music*.[164] In *Campbell*, the Supreme Court explained that the “central inquiry” of the first factor was “whether the new work merely supersedes the objects of the original” or whether the new work alters the original with “new expression, meaning, or message.”[165] The court boiled this down to whether the new work was “transformative.”[166] Previously, the central question in the first factor had been “commercial” in nature, with commercial works presumed unfair.[167] Now, a finding that a work is transformative minimizes the importance of the commerciality of a work.[168] In fact, a finding that a work is transformative is nearly dispositive of the overall fair use determination.[169]

1. Transformative Works

The focus on transformative works has shifted the emphasis of fair use to highlight productive uses. Transformative use may be found when creators transform the expression of preexisting works to “criticize, comment upon, or offer new insights about [the original work] and the social significance of others’ expressions.”[170] Professor Pamela Samuelson has identified three categories of transformative use: parodies, other works which criticize the original, and adaptations which serve as “an expression of artistic imagination.”[171] While some pop culture adaptations may be direct parodies, these works will most likely fit into the second or third groups.

Cases in which the new work imbibes the original work with a new aesthetic purpose, but is not necessarily a parody of the original, can still be found transformative. This is the case when one artistic work draws upon another artistic work; courts have found works such as appropriation art,[172] humorous internet videos,[173] and theatrical productions[174] transformative. In these cases, courts consider a variety of factors. Works in which the overall aesthetic “character” or the artistic purpose has been changed are more likely to be transformative.[175] In conducting this analysis, courts can consider an
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artist’s stated purpose for creating a work.\textsuperscript{176}

For the whitewashing context, cases in which the new work places characters from old works in a different story are informative. Two factually similar cases in which courts arrive at divergent conclusions illustrate some nuances in the fair use context. In \textit{Suntrust Bank v. Houghton Mifflin}, the court found that \textit{The Wind Done Gone}, a retelling of \textit{Gone with the Wind} (\textit{GWTW}) from a different perspective, was fair use.\textsuperscript{177} In contrast, in \textit{Salinger v. Colting}, the court found that \textit{60 Years Later: Coming Through the Rye}, a book about the main character of \textit{Catcher in the Rye} in his old age, was not fair use.\textsuperscript{178}

In \textit{Suntrust}, Alice Randall, an African-American novelist, told the story of \textit{Gone with the Wind} from the perspective of one of the slaves on the O’Hara plantation.\textsuperscript{179} The heirs of Margaret Mitchell, the author of \textit{Gone with the Wind}, sued Randall for copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{180} The Eleventh Circuit found that \textit{The Wind Done Gone} was transformative. In so doing, the Eleventh Circuit highlighted the different roles that race and gender played in the two novels: “It is clear within the first fifty pages of Cynara’s fictional diary that Randall’s work flips \textit{GWTW}'s traditional race roles, portrays powerful whites as stupid or feckless, and generally sets out to demystify \textit{GWTW} and strip the romanticism from Mitchell’s specific account of this period of our history.”\textsuperscript{181} The court also noted that Scarlett O’Hara was white in the original and mixed race in the new work.\textsuperscript{182} Thus, the court found that the depictions of the characters in \textit{The Wind Done Gone} were comments on the racist caricatures of the original as a “specific criticism of and rejoinder to the depiction of slavery and the relationship between blacks and whites in \textit{GWTW}.”\textsuperscript{183}

On the other hand, in \textit{Salinger}, Fredrik Colting wrote \textit{Sixty Years Later: Coming Through the Rye} to tell the story of Holden Caulfield, the protagonist of J.D. Salinger’s \textit{Catcher in the Rye}, sixty years after the events of \textit{Catcher}.\textsuperscript{184} \textit{Sixty Years Later} copied the structure of \textit{Catcher in the Rye} and had the same character at its center even though \textit{Sixty Years Later} refers to
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him as “Mr. C.” The court held that Sixty Years Later was not commenting on anything in Catcher in the Rye but instead served to “satisfy Holden’s fans’ passion for Holden Caulfield’s disconnectedness, absurdity, and ridiculousness.” Though Colting added Salinger himself as a character, which the court found gave the work some transformative purpose, the court held that the first factor weighed against fair use.

Some commenters have argued that the differing outcomes in The Wind Done Gone and Sixty Years Later are examples of the “unpredictability” of “fair use’s subjective first factor.” However, the changes in The Wind Done Gone and Sixty Years Later are distinguishable. Certainly, both are cases that rework characters from popular novels and utilize many of the same story beats to do so. And both secondary authors claimed that their works were commenting on some aspect of the original: race relations in The Wind Done Gone and absurdity in Sixty Years Later. There are two interrelated differences between the secondary works: (1) The Wind Done Gone changes the race of a character, and (2) the commentary on race relations is closely tied to the specific changes made. Because of the charged nature of race in American society, the court may have been more willing to accept the argument that changing the race of a character was in fact done for a transformative purpose. Of course, merely changing the race of a character but otherwise making no changes and calling it “racial commentary” would not be transformative. But, at the very least, The Wind Done Gone indicates that racial changes can satisfy the transformative inquiry when the accompanying changes to the story support that racial commentary.

2. Character Copyrightability

Of course, secondary creators only need to show fair use of copyrighted materials. In other words, an artist may blatantly copy parts of another work if those parts are not subject to copyright protection. Ideas, as opposed to expression, are not copyrightable. For narrative works, this means that common story tropes or story-telling structures are not protectable. Copyright protection only extends to the specific expression of the story,
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such as the words spoken or written, the specific placement of objects in the setting, and the specific characters.

While specific characters are protectable to some extent, character archetypes are not. First, “purely literary character[s]” are not entitled to copyright protection, but comic book, television, or movie characters may be if they contain “some unique elements of expression.” Characters must be “especially distinctive.” Moreover, they must be “sufficiently delineated and display consistent, widely identifiable traits.” Still, characters can be sufficiently distinctive even if they change appearance in certain contexts. For example, characters may be sufficiently distinctive if they can be identified by their personality traits, skills, or actions. Thus, even though it is the particular elements and traits which are required for copyrightability, the character is looked at as a whole to get a sense of whether it remains “identifiable.”

Thus, when a character is taken from an original work and then a particular aspect is changed, such as race, there is a question of whether copyright infringement has even occurred. This will depend on whether, even with the changes, the character still maintains the “identifiable character traits and attributes” that lent copyright protection to the character in the first place. For instance, making Scarlett O’Hara, who was originally white with racist views, mixed-race with more progressive racial views might render the character essentially unidentifiable. If so, the use would not have even infringed the Scarlett O’Hara character copyright in the first place.

3. Applicability to Racebending

If original creators attempt to prevent white characters from being reimagined as Asian American, the new works’ creators can use the fair use
doctrine to facilitate this transformative use. Even outside the context of moral rights, creators can employ fair use to affirmatively protect these works from claims of copyright infringement. This section will discuss what a fair use analysis might consider in these situations.

Changing a character’s race particularly implicates two primary steps of the fair use inquiry: (1) Is the original character copyright infringed?; (2) Is the new work transformative? First, portraying a white character as Asian American still likely infringes the copyright in the original character. Because white identity is often seen as the default identity,\(^{200}\) whiteness is rarely a central trait for a character.\(^{201}\) As a result, to the extent that a white character has sufficiently distinct characteristics to be copyrightable, representing that character as Asian American is unlikely to disrupt those traits. Thus, the new work will need to be found a fair use to be authorized.

Second, if the new work thoughtfully engages with the character’s new racial identity, it is likely transformative and authorized by fair use. The new work may fit into two different categories of transformative works; it may either have a new artistic purpose, or it may comment on the original. If the original work has particularly poor racial stereotypes or a complete absence of Asian American characters, the creator of the new work can argue that the purpose of the work was to comment on this poor Asian American representation in the original, analogizing to *The Wind Done Gone*.\(^{202}\) As courts view commenting favorably, these arguments are likely to be particularly powerful.

However, if the original work is not notable in its treatment of race, creators may have a difficult time arguing that their new works are commenting specifically on the original. Creators may still be able to advance a persuasive argument that their new work nevertheless adds “new expression, meaning, or message”\(^{203}\) by serving a new artistic purpose. Creators can argue that their purpose was to tell the story from a new point of view and increase Asian American representation. Here, the more deliberate and thoughtful the artist’s treatment of the character’s Asian American identity, the more likely the argument is to succeed.

The specific stereotypes associated with Asian Americans can lead to especially powerful arguments that coopting preexisting white characters is fair use. Because Asian Americans are seen as perpetually foreign, creators can argue that changing the race of an existing character, as opposed to


\(^{201}\) See, e.g., MARY F. BREWER, STAGING WHITENESS 190 (2005) (noting that “white” is not mentioned as a character trait).


inventing a new one, was necessary to highlight and emphasize the relatability of the Asian American character. Thus, using the cultural capital of the preexisting character was important for the new artistic purpose. Richer representations of race will make this new artistic purpose more evident, so courts will be more likely to find these arguments credible.

On the other hand, whitewashing tends to be justified by economic rationales as opposed to artistic ones. Directors indicate that they hire white actors to play Asian roles because they are “bankable” or that there were no qualified Asian actors to play the role. These creators of whitewashed works will have a much harder time succeeding in showing fair use because neither of these justifications have anything to do with “artistic purpose” or commentary.

Courts may also be receptive to the notion that the new work is directed at a different audience. That is, unlike Salinger, which merely catered to fans of the original, the purpose of the more diverse work is to cater to the minority community’s interests, attracting an entirely new audience. Creators of whitewashed works may be able to make a similar claim that they are trying to be relatable to a different audience. However, once more the whitewashed case is less likely to succeed due to the “market failure” rationale of fair use, which posits that fair use should favor works that fill a niche that the market fails to support. Market failures may occur when transaction costs are too high, when a creator cannot capture all of a work’s benefits, or when “non-monetizable interests such as free speech” are implicated. Though the market has failed to support works that prominently feature Asian Americans, the same is not true for works that prominently feature white people. So, once more, whitewashed works are
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less likely to raise a successful fair use defense.
Thus, regardless of the moral rights framework, fair use may be used to protect creators who wish to utilize aspects of copyrighted properties in racially progressive ways. Because works that change race in a thoughtful, purposeful way are more likely to be transformative, copyright law is more likely to favor richer representations of race. Moreover, large movie studios that whitewash characters in otherwise faithful adaptations will have a harder time asserting a successful fair use defense.

III. DUELING CASES: AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER AND MS. MARVEL

Two recent pop culture adaptations serve as case studies for how this moral rights and fair use framework might serve to promote Asian American representation. In the movie Avatar: The Last Airbender, characters from the television show from which it was adapted were whitewashed. In the comic book Ms. Marvel, a Pakistani American girl assumed the identity of a traditionally white superhero. The differences in these works’ treatments of race and in their creators’ motivations should allow copyright law to prohibit the former and authorize the latter. The way these works treat race is fairly representative of the broader set of “whitewashed” and “racebent” works. Discussion of these cases will follow a two-step inquiry: (1) Does the artist have a moral rights claim? and (2) Does fair use serve as a defense?

A. The Whitewashed Case: Avatar: The Last Airbender

Avatar: The Last Airbender began as an animated television show set in “a fantastical Asian world” on Nickelodeon. That world comprised four “nations,” where each nation had the ability to manipulate a different element (fire, earth, air, and water). The nations drew inspiration from a variety of Asian and indigenous people’s cultures, including Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and Inuit. The series’ creators noted that they were inspired by “Japanese anime, Hong Kong action & Kung Fu cinema, yoga, and Eastern philosophies.” The manipulation of elements, or “bending,” was modeled...
after different styles of kung fu. An animatic editor of the original series confirmed that “some of the characters were even modeled after Asian members of the crew.” Thus, Asian cultures were integral to the characters, world, and cultures of the animated series.

Capitalizing on the success of the television show, Paramount Pictures announced a live-action movie adaptation of Avatar in 2007. The movie first sparked controversy when a casting call for the four leads specified “Caucasian or any other ethnicity.” Soon after, the core cast leaked, and none of the actors were of Asian descent. The movie followed the plot structure of the first season of the television show, centered on the same set of characters. It utilized Asian-inspired settings, and many of the extras and background characters were portrayed by people of color.

1. Moral Rights in Avatar

Under a more expansive moral rights doctrine, the original creators would likely be successful with a moral rights claim. The changes at issue here are far greater than the changes to The Asphalt Jungle, which involved mere colorization of a black-and-white film. This is a screen adaptation of a television show in which the races of the main characters were distorted. As such, a clear “alteration or distortion” occurred.

Similarly, the creators would likely have little issue showing that such distortions were prejudicial. First, just as John Huston had spoken out against colorization of films, the creators of Avatar noted initially that the show was envisioned as an action series based on “Eastern culture, rather than Western
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culture." While this is not as clear a statement against whitewashing as Huston’s was against colorization, it indicates that incorporating Western influence would not cohere with their artistic vision. Though the creators did not condemn the casting, one dissociated himself from it. Additionally, the strong fan backlash to the movie’s casting decisions further highlights the potential reputational prejudice. Fans organized against the casting, engaging in numerous campaigns to make their dissatisfaction known.

On a more general level, the movie was critically panned with mixed commercial success. This further underscores the potential for harm to the original creators’ professional reputation caused by the movie. The movie’s strong association with the TV show could damage the show’s and the show’s creators’ reputations. Thus, a court would likely find a violation of the right of integrity.

2. Fair Use in Avatar

Then, any fair use defense would fail. The movie is a mere adaptation of the TV show, without any particularly clear difference in aesthetic or purpose. As such, the movie is clearly not a transformative use of the TV show.

The movie has two clear changes from the TV show: an adaptation to a live-action movie and a change in the race of the main cast. Neither evince a transformation of expression. First, simply adapting a narrative to a different medium is not transformative without an accompanying change in purpose or character.

---
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presentation” is not a transformative use.\textsuperscript{228} Given the adherence to the original, with plotlines, dialogue, and settings directly used,\textsuperscript{229} the movie has little opportunity to express a transformative purpose. Indeed, the purpose for creating the movie was largely to exploit the success of the original. Executives behind the movie referenced the TV show’s commercial success and expressed hopes that the movie and TV show would drive demand for each other.\textsuperscript{230} That the intended audience of the two works is identical further weighs against transformative use.\textsuperscript{231}

Second, the racial change here is also not transformative. In casting the movie, director M. Night Shyamalan admitted that the racial change was without aesthetic purpose. He explained that the casting process was done “without an agenda” and that he was not casting for a particular identity.\textsuperscript{232} This expressly dismisses any potential transformative intent, which weighs against a finding that the work as a whole is transformative. One could potentially read in his statements that his purpose was to create a fluid, or ambiguous, sense of culture.\textsuperscript{233} However, this is also not a transformative purpose, as it is identical to the purpose he ascribes to the original show: “The great thing about anime is that it’s ambiguous. The features of the characters are an intentional mix of all features.”\textsuperscript{234}

Finally, the substance of the film itself further evidences the lack of transformative purpose. Transformative use may be found even when the creator expresses no explicit transformative purpose, so long as a transformative purpose may “reasonably be perceived.”\textsuperscript{235} In \textit{Cariou v. Prince}, the court found appropriation art transformative because the changes made to the original photographs altered the aesthetic character—from “serene” to “jarring.”\textsuperscript{236} No such altered aesthetic character is readily visible in \textit{Avatar}. The movie does not make any mention of the characters’ race, nor
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do the characters interact differently with the world around them because of their race. The movie also does not entirely reimagine the world—only the main characters have been whitewashed, whereas the background characters are still portrayed as minorities.  

Thus, a court would not find any transformation in the movie to weigh in favor of fair use under the first factor. As none of the other factors would outweigh the first factor, a court would not find the movie to be a fair use of the television show. As such, the creators of the television show would likely succeed in asserting a moral rights violation against the movie under an expanded moral rights regime.

B. The Racebent Case: Ms. Marvel

In 1977, the comic book Ms. Marvel began, featuring Carol Danvers as the titular superhero. Since then, Ms. Marvel has appeared in numerous comic book series within the greater Marvel universe, undergoing multiple reboots to her storyline, as is common with comic book superheroes. Throughout this entire history, Ms. Marvel is portrayed as a white woman with blonde hair who wears a recognizable red, yellow, and either black or blue costume. Her powers include enhanced strength, flight, and the ability to shoot blasts of energy.

Then, in 2014, a new comic series, also titled Ms. Marvel, began. The series features Kamala Khan, a Pakistani American teenager from New Jersey, and the first Muslim character to headline a Marvel comic book. Early in the series, Kamala meets Carol Danvers’s Ms. Marvel and ends up

---
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with the power to shapeshift. She adopts the moniker “Ms. Marvel” and frequently shapeshifts into the image of Carol Danvers’s Ms. Marvel—a blonde, white woman in full costume. The storylines frequently draw on Kamala’s youth and religion, and they are not simply rehashes of Carol Danvers’s stories.

1. Moral Rights in Ms. Marvel

Again, under a more expansive moral rights framework a court may sustain a moral rights claim against the 2014 comic series. As with Avatar, there is a clear distortion of the original work. The new series inserts Carol Danvers, as her own character, into a new story and depicts Kamala Khan literally distorting herself into the image of Carol Danvers. Assuming a standard for distortions similar to the French framework, the changes made here qualify.

The closer question is whether such a modification was prejudicial to the honor or reputation of the creators. Ms. Marvel received incredibly positive critical reviews, many of which specifically identified the racial and religious changes as positives, which would weigh against a finding of prejudice. Still, one could likely show that some people would think less of the character Ms. Marvel because of the changes. One positive review recognized that the focus on Kamala Khan’s personal struggles “might not sit well with mainstream superhero fans.” Further, one could point to the general backlash against changing the race of popular white characters to show that this change could generate similar backlash against Ms. Marvel.

Finally, one could argue that representing Ms. Marvel as specifically Muslim could harm the original work’s reputation among some of the
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population. Regrettably, Islamophobia is commonly espoused in mainstream discourse. And so, a creator could claim that changing Ms. Marvel’s religion will immediately lower some people’s regard for the character. Due to widespread anti-Muslim sentiment, such a claim may in fact prevail. As such, a court may find that Ms. Marvel could be prejudicial to the original creators’ reputation.

2. Fair Use in Ms. Marvel

Regardless of the outcome of a moral rights claim, a court would likely find the 2014 Ms. Marvel to be an authorized fair use of the Carol Danvers character. As the storylines, settings, and supporting characters are not taken from the original, the primary issue is whether Ms. Marvel, the series, is a fair use of Ms. Marvel, the character.

As an initial matter, Ms. Marvel is a copyrightable character, and without fair use, Ms. Marvel certainly infringes that copyright. As a graphic comic book character, the image of Carol Danvers is subject to copyright. Though Ms. Marvel changes the superhero entirely—Kamala Khan is in fact a different person than Carol Danvers—it still uses the image of Carol Danvers, with her identifiable physical traits and costume. Moreover, Ms. Marvel also depicts Carol Danvers as her own character, apart from Kamala Khan. Thus, as Ms. Marvel treats Carol Danvers and Kamala Khan as two separate characters, as opposed to Kamala Khan being an updated Ms. Marvel, the new series substantially uses copyrightable expression from the original work.

However, the new series’ use of Carol Danvers is likely fair. The new work uses Carol Danvers’s image in two separate ways: (1) when Kamala Khan transforms into Ms. Marvel’s image and (2) when Carol Danvers appears as her own separate character. First, Kamala Khan shapeshifting into Ms. Marvel has a clear transformative purpose and aesthetic. Though Kamala uses the name “Ms. Marvel,” the changes to her race and religion serve to express an entirely different purpose. Her race and religion are thoughtfully explored in the story; prayer, headscarves, and cultural insensitivity are explored in the first few pages of the first issue. And so,
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the story lays groundwork to establish race and religion as integral to Kamala’s character. In establishing this, the story then uses her transformation into Carol Danvers, a white, idealized superhero, to discuss questions of identity. 260 The new series uses these transformations to comment on assimilation and Kamala, whose struggles as a teenager alienated by her culture are keenly depicted. At one point, Kamala reflects, “Being someone else isn’t liberating. It’s exhausting. I always thought that if I had amazing hair, if I could pull off great boots, if I could fly—that would make me happy.” 261

Because the series is so deliberate in its treatment of Kamala’s identity, the transformative purpose of using Carol Danvers’s image—a blue-eyed, blonde-haired white woman—is readily apparent. The comic’s “new meaning” and artistic purpose is to express the experience of a young, Muslim Pakistani American teenager. This new purpose is entirely different from the original work’s purpose, which does not prominently feature racial or religious identity. The juxtaposition of Kamala Khan with the original Carol Danvers character furthers this purpose. And, the new work even explicitly comments on how the idealistic, mainstream, white image perpetuated by Carol Danvers can have an alienating, harmful effect on impressionable minority Americans.

Second, the depiction of Carol Danvers as a separate character is utilized to comment upon Kamala’s existence as an outsider. Carol Danvers first appears in the series as a character in the fan fiction that Kamala is writing. 262 Carol Danvers’s other appearance is as part of Kamala’s vision. In that scene, Kamala first recounts a story of her family being seen as “dumb inferior brown people,” and then says that she wants to “be beautiful and awesome and butt-kicking and less complicated,” that she wants to be Carol Danvers. 263 Thus, these depictions of Carol Danvers serve as commentary for how Kamala Khan, and many other minority children, interact with American culture. She connects to American culture through these superheroes but at the same time recognizes that she is different from the culture she consumes. The new series needed to use an established superhero in American culture to properly make this commentary, contrasting Ms. Marvel as Kamala Khan with Ms. Marvel as Carol Danvers. Using Carol Danvers as a story device to elucidate the experiences of a Pakistani American teenager is a salient new artistic purpose. Thus, a court is likely to
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find that the uses of the Carol Danvers character are transformative.

Moreover, the stark lack of mainstream comic books starring Muslim American or Pakistani American superheroes would serve as further indication that Ms. Marvel constitutes fair use. The lack of such superhero comics could indicate that this is an area in which the market, due to improper perceptions of executives, is failing to support. The failure of the market to satisfy Ms. Marvel’s niche combined with its transformative purpose would likely result in a finding of fair use. Thus, copyright law would allow the Ms. Marvel series even if the creators did not have authority from the original copyright holders.

As such, the adaptation of Ms. Marvel can provide guidance for creators seeking to use established characters to tell a new, more diverse story without infringing the original’s copyright. So long as the new stories use the established character to provide original, thoughtful commentary and not to merely create a palette-swapped clone of the original, fair use should permit these stories. Thus, Asian American representation could be served by creators who are ready to tell new, rich, uniquely Asian American stories but lack the express authority from copyright holders.

CONCLUSION

In many ways, Asian Americans are an afterthought in American society. This is especially clear in the lack of Asian Americans in popular culture. Recent efforts have started to bring this issue to mainstream consciousness, but the problems of whitewashing and a lack of Asian American characters persist.

While moral rights may not be available to prevent movie studios from whitewashing Asian American characters, fair use in its present existence can be used to protect creative works which seek to diversify existing properties. Seizing on the existing trends in fair use jurisprudence to authorize works which evince a different artistic purpose and fulfill a creative gap that the market has not met, courts should find fair use in works that engage in a racial change in a thoughtful, deliberate manner. Such an approach harmonizes copyright’s central purpose to promote artistic progress with social value of increasing minority representation.
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